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Levi answered her with a smile, “I’m not hiding anything from you.”

“You aren’t being truthful to me. What happened last night? Why did the man who
protected me ask Sylas to meet you?”

“There’s something very suspicious with the things that happened lately because
you seemed to be able to resolve all problems that came your way.”

“I reckon you must have got something to do with everything.” Zoey suddenly
raised her voice at him.

“Did you really spend the past few years in jail? Why do I find it so
unconvincing?” she pressed on.

In fact, Levi had left enough traces behind after doing things for Zoey to discern if
she paid enough attention to it.

Things had become especially obvious after Hades revealed plenty of stuff the
previous night when he accidentally blurted out the location of the headquarter.

“Zoey, what’re the two of you discussing?”

At that juncture, Iris suddenly pushed the door open and interrupted their
conversation.

“Huh? Nothing too important. What’s up, Iris?” Zoey asked, looking surprised by
her visit.



“Oh… I was just thinking – since I’ve finished with the task at North Hampton, I’ll
move here where all the important work will be done,” Iris explained.

“By the way, there’s something important that I have to share with you, Zoey. The
boss of the Morris Group will reveal himself by making a public appearance
soon!”

Upon hearing what she said, Zoey started getting excited about it too. She was
very curious to see how that mysterious man actually looked. Not only that, but
she also wanted to learn about the reason he had been so willing to help Levi
and her on so many occasions before.

“Levi, have you met him before? He told everyone that he is going to make a
public appearance at your wedding ceremony!” Iris asked.

“Say what?!”

Zoey, too, eyed Levi with astonishment right after Iris posed him that question.

In fact, she had been suspecting Levi of having a close relationship with the boss
of the Morris Group.

Now, what Iris said just cemented her speculation.

Levi nodded at her and replied, “Yes, we kinda know each other.”

“Please tell me what kind of a man he’s like!” Iris requested.

“I think I should keep it a secret for the time being. You will be able to make a
judgment yourself on the day of our wedding ceremony!” Levi responded.

Iris went speechless; Zoey and she both glared at him resentfully.



Morris Group had officially ventured its business in South City. Besides, with the
help of Oriental Star Group, the company managed to build a solid foundation in
the city, which made work easier for Iris.

Therefore, she was able to enjoy the leisure days to follow.

At the same time, the preparation for Levi and Zoey’s wedding ceremony had
been ongoing in an orderly manner.

The preparation mainly centered on the renovation and construction of their
family home.

In the meantime, the business of Morris Group was heading on the right track to
slowly replace the electrical products produced by Triple Group in the market with
their own.

Products like smartphones and laptops produced by the company were ready to
be released to the market.

On the other hand, two movies and a drama produced exquisitely by Oriental
Star Group were about to be aired soon, too.

Helena Engler, as well as other celebrities, were hired to be the ambassadors for
the electrical products of Morris Group.

The future looked bright as the businesses in different fields were benefitting one
another.

In the meantime, Levi had been spending every single day enjoying tea and
smoking because he knew all he had to do was to reveal his identity at the
wedding ceremony.

As for Zoey and Iris, they preferred to focus their attention on the business
instead of making the effort to care about what he did.



With the two hardcore businesswomen around, Levi would have a comfortable
life without the need to do anything.

One day, Abigail visited him all of a sudden.

“What are you doing here?” Levi asked her in consternation.

“I’m going to start my internship soon!” Abigail replied with excitement.

“Why don’t you just intern in North Hampton? There are so many more
companies there than in South City,” Levi said.

Abigail glimpsed at him and countered, “Of course, I have to come here because
you’re not staying in North Hampton.”

“Eh? What has it got to do with me?” Levi looked puzzled and resigned.

“Someone at school told me that you’ve divorced Zoey. Is that true?”

“Yes, it is.”

“If that’s the case, can I start dating you now?”

Levi went speechless in response.


